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Thermo Lux
Rock wool - Polycarbonate

The innovative Thermo Lux exterior insulation system is the result of the union of a 
natural and sustainable material such as rock wool with a material of the latest genera-
tion and with important technical and aesthetic characteristics such as polycarbonate.
The use of other noble materials such as steel and aluminum complete the dry faste-
ning system and contribute to giving a high resistance to aging.
The modern culture of building also goes through the use of forefront materials, thus 
is born the important collaboration between Pafile and the historic Trentino company 
SEP, leader in its sector for over forty years.
The application of Thermo Lux, in the construction sector, represents a concrete 
contribution to the modernization of industrial and commercial buildings, while, at the 
same time, providing an important thermal insulation and protection against UV rays 
with a ten-year warranty. Facade cladding made with this system literally changes the 
building views.

Dry system for a colorated Exterior Insulation
and Finishing System

www.pafile.it
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Performance
of Thermo Lux

Fire protection
The classification of fire reaction A1 and class 1 self-extinguishing of the materials 
composing the Thermo Lux allows its use in particular where an important fire 
protection is required.

Thermal insultion
The Thermo Lux protects from the winter cold and the summer heat accumulating 
the environmental temperature, ensures an optimal, pleasant and healthy microcli-
mate also reducing costs.

Acoustic insulation
The open cell and honeycomb structure of the Thermo Lux panels absorbs sound 
waves and significantly reduces noise propagation.

Useful life
Thermo Lux is developed to provide long-lasting performance, remaining stable 
over time and withstanding humidity and temperature variations. It also allows an 
important protection against U.V. rays on the external surface.

Hygrometric behaviour 
Thermo Lux coupled panels, if exposed to rain, the water present in the surface 
layer of the panel will quickly evaporate. Moreover, the open cell structure make 
the water vapour pass through the insulation, without the risk of condensation.

Color customization
Thermo Lux panels, thanks to the wide colore range, allow you to customize your 
building in one or more colors depending on the result you want to achieve.

Lighting
The use of backlighting allows for a modern re-reading of the building, giving to the 
structure a playlight with a wide diffusion and a low environmental impact.

www.pafile.it
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Applications
of Thermo Lux
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Thermo Lux panels are proposed in various thicknesses, for applications in the 
external section of the building.

External perimeter wall
Thermo Lux applied in the covering of existing or newly constructed structures, 
guarantees high insulation performance from winter cold and summer heat.
It also increases the acoustic sound insulation and fire resistance.

Wooden structure
Thermo Lux used mainly for the insulation of modern wooden structures, guaran-
tees absolute performance, perfectly reconciling the main characteristics required 
by this type of construction; thermal, acoustic, thermal phase shift and fire resi-
stance.
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Data Sheets
of Thermo Lux
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THERMO LUX PLUS

Thicknesses available 100-120-140-160-180-200

Polycarbonate finishing panel section Thickness mm. 40 with 5 multi-hole X walls

Polycarbonate finishing panel dimensions Width mm. 435 - Maximum transportable length

Insulation section Thermo R Thickness mm. 60-80-100-120-140-160

Polycarbonate reaction fire Self-extinguishing class 1 (B-s1, d0)

Thermo R reaction fire A1

Density of Thermo R insulation Kg 65/mc

Type of system Transmittance * Resistance *

Thermo Lux Plus 6040 0,2874 W/mqK 3,4796 mqK/W

Thermo Lux Plus 8040 0,2469 W/mqK 4,0510 mqK/W

Thermo Lux Plus 10040 0,2163 W/mqK 4,6224 mqK/W

Thermo Lux Plus 12040 0,1925 W/mqK 5,1938 mqK/W

Thermo Lux Plus 14040 0,1735 W/mqK 5,7653 mqK/W

Thermo Lux Plus 16040 0,1578 W/mqK 6,3367 mqK/W

THERMO LUX LIGHT

Thicknesses available 80-100-120-140-160-180

Polycarbonate finishing panel section Thickness mm. 20 triple wall double room

Polycarbonate finishing panel section Width mm. 500 - Maximum transportable length

Insulation section Thermo R Thickness mm. 60-80-100-120-140-160

Insulation section Thermo R Self-extinguishing class 1 (B-s1, d0)

Thermo R reaction fire A1

Density of Thermo R insulation Kg 65/mc

Type of system Transmittance * Resistance *

Thermo Lux Light 6020 0,3226 W/mqK 3,0996 mqK/W

Thermo Lux Light 8020 0,2724 W/mqK 3,6710 mqK/W

Thermo Lux Light 10020 0,2357 W/mqK 4,2424 mqK/W

Thermo Lux Light 12020 0,2077 W/mqK 4,8138 mqK/W

Thermo Lux Light 14020 0,1857 W/mqK 5,3853 mqK/W

Thermo Lux Light 16020 0,1679 W/mqK 5,9567 mqK/W

* The calculations performed refer to a buffer panel for warehouses and commercial facilities

STANDARD COLOR CUSTOMIZE COLOR

Upon request, Pafile is able to develop 

and produce a wide range of colors.
TRANSPARENT

FUMÈ

OPAL

LIGHT BLUE

GREEN

ORANGE

RED

YELLOW

BLUE



The use of colors like the use of backlighting allows on the one hand the harmonious integration with the 
surrounding environment, on the other an aesthetic reinterpretation in a more modern and efficient key.



PAFILE Srl

Offices: Via Ortigara, 2/B - 36030 Fara Vicentino (VI) - Italy
Manufacturing plant: Viale Brenta, 105 - 36056 Tezze Sul Brenta (VI) - Italy

Phone +39 0445 300018 - Fax +39 0445 307623
e-mail: info@pafile.it - www.pafile.it G
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